


The why

Social housing corporations in the Netherlands manage around 2.4 million 
houses, mostly small and medium size homes. The social housing corporations 
face two major challenges: a massive task to build 150,000 new social dwellings 
in the next few years and a huge renovation task to make the existing housing 
more sustainable. Solving both challenges before 2035 requires an additional 
€30 billions of investments, money these social housing corporation do not have. 
Cost saving on the initial building costs of these new houses, however, is not 
sufficient. As a result of the shortage in qualified manpower for both newly built 
houses as well as the maintenance and renovation of existing homes and the 
increased need for more sustainable and circular construction solutions,  
the challenge gets even bigger. The main problem is primarily related to the total 
cost of ownership for newly built homes for 1- and 2- person households.  
A breakthrough is needed in innovation to solve these challenges: the 
house as a product is part of the solution. 

The initiators 

ESTI (Ecosystem Thinking Institute) challenges the market on behalf of 10 social 
housing corporations (Wonen Zuid, Area, Domijn, Tiwos, Zayaz, Maasvallei, Antares, 
ZOwonen, Wonen Limburg en Alwel), Aedes, the national association for social 
housing corporations and NCB, the national foundation promoting conceptually 
built houses. 

The challenge 

We want innovation breakthroughs in affordable new houses for three types of 
houses for a total of around 4000 dwellings for 1- and 2-person households. 
The requirements for the houses are defined in the appendix 1-4. The three 
types of houses are dwellings with a monthly rent under the Dutch legal limit of  
€ 634,= (official pricelist January 2021).
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The goal of this challenge is to improve the affordability during the whole 50-year 
period of operation to enable on a national level the development and realization 
of large quantities of dwellings for 1- and 2-person households.

Do you have the breakthrough in?
•   Purchasing cost: through innovations in processes, materials and installations?
•   Failure-, operating- and maintenance cost: through innovations in quality, 

circularity, predominantly maintenance free / low maintenance materials and 
‘plug and play’ installations?

•   Innovative choices in design, implementation, ownership, financing and/or 
exploitation?

•   Unique collaborations with partners in the value chain?
to substantially improve the return on investment for 50 years exploitation  
for housing corporations.

The opportunity 

So you think you can BUILD? Participate, this is the opportunity to get your 
solution to market with the upside of visibility in the national market in the 
Netherlands. You can send in your proposal till May 20th, 2021.

The best solutions are in the race to be scaled up to the 4000 homes of the 10 
initiating social housing corporations. Participation in the challenge will give you 
visibility towards all social housing corporations in the Netherlands who have a 
joint challenge to realize 150.000 social rental homes. 

The focus 

We are looking for three affordable and scalable ‘home as a product’ solutions:

1.  1. Product Market Combination (PMC) 2 home product as described in detail 
in appendix 1 and 2: a terraced house for 1- and 2 person households in two 
variants: 

 a) Variant Basic.
 b)  Variant Accessible and Adaptable: the house is prepared for and 

accessible by wheelchair. 

2.  Product Market Combination (PMC) 7 home product as described in  
appendix 3: a number of flats for 1- and 2-person households: an accessible 
and wheelchair adaptable flat. 

For all detailed requirements please see the appendix 1-4. 
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The challenge in more detail  

TCO and Return on Investment 
Social housing corporations develop and build their houses for the long term. 
Typically, the period and budget of operation is on a 50 year basis. The coming 
transition in energy and sustainability will have a high impact on the current 
and new to be built housing stock. The social housing corporations want to be 
supported and unburdened as much as possible. They want to focus on their 
core activities and operate in direct connection with municipalities, tenants and 
market parties. The housing corporations will take care of: 

•  Clear requirements in terms of urban development and quality of outward 
appearance.

• The fit between planning permission and the plots 
• The performance requirements of the different types of houses.  

We seek a comprehensive solution: from building permission to the realization 
of the houses. A real breakthrough in affordability: from initial investment and 
operating costs for the housing corporations for a period of 50 years.

New contractual modes and collaboration 
Innovation requires more collaboration based on shared problem, shared result 
and shared risk. 
We are, therefore, interested in new modes for contracting e.g. solving how 
to deal with aspects like residual value in the period of operation. We are also 
interested to learn about new models for ownership, financing and real estate 
valuation as well as innovative breakthrough in cycle time reduction to get 
houses built faster. 

Flexibility  
The houses need to be sufficiently flexible to meet the local planning permission  
and quality of outward appearance requirements. Flexibility is required primarily 
in the choice of exterior materials, colour schemes, extra construction elements 
and façade design. 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The houses are required to meet so called ‘BENG’ requirements, the national 
legal requirements related to building insulation, installations and other 
characteristics of the shell of the house. The requirements are defined in the NTA 
8800 norm (only in Dutch) which are based on the European Energy Performance 
of Buildings Directive 2018/844). 

Specifically we require the PMC 2 and PMC 7 houses to have the following 
heating solutions: 
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• All-electric (PMC 2).
•  A collective heating solution as part of the building concept OR all-electric 

(PMC 7).
 
Both PMC’s should always offer the possibility to be connected to a local district 
heating system. 

Circular
Important aspects like circular construction, re-use of materials, CO2 reduction, 
biobased materials and nature inclusive design are part of the criteria for the 
best solutions.  

Why participate?

Do you have the knowledge and solution for one or more of the sought-after 
house as a product? This is your chance to introduce your comprehensive 
solution to the market with the potential uptake of large amounts of social 
housing corporations for the solution. 

A professional jury will review your proposal and select the finalists from all 
proposals received. During the finals the jury will select three winners: one 
winner per product category. The three winners will be asked to negotiate the 
conditions and complete the pilot series of 20 houses. Through these pilots, all 
winners will have both a stage for visibility as well as a laboratory. The winners 
will be invited to offer and agree on a contract with the initiating social housing 
corporations.

•  It is our objective to scale up the solutions after the successful pilot series with 
the 10 social housing corporations that are directly involved. 

•  With visibility towards all the social housing corporations through Aedes, the 
national organization for social housing corporations you position yourself 
and your solution as a partner that can support the entire sector.  Part of the 
media campaign is to create national visibility for the participants. 

•  Also if you do not win, your solution will still be visible and get attention from 
the Dutch social housing corporations. 

•  Are you looking for a partner to collaborate with? Especially connecting 
to a partner in The Netherlands from another country? During the whole 
live period of the challenge, ESTI facilitates meetings between you and other 
interested parties for collaboration. 

• ESTI will support your participation in this challenge. 
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How do we review your proposal?

We use the following criteria to review your proposal:

Total Cost of Ownership aspects for a 50 year operating time frame 
•  Aquisition cost: the cost of aquisition of the house according the requirements 

in appendix 1 to 4
•  Operating cost: Vision for 50 year operating time frame. How for instance  are 

maintenance cost, scheduled maintenance, complaint related maintenance, 
cost related to updates for new tenants and management cost factored in. Are 
cost of management and residual value of the materials taken into account?  
What are the innovations in the TCO of the comprehensive solution? Will there 
be partnering with local partners? 

•  Innovative design choices
•  Innovative solutions for financing
•  Impact of value chain collaboration and new contracual modes, collaborations 

and extend of shared problem, shared risk and shared result approach. For 
example in taking residual value into account for reduction of the operating 
budget. 

Technical
•  The houses meet the requirments as listed in the appendixes 1 to 4
•  The houses meet the legal requirements defined in “Besluit Bouwwerken 

leefomgeving”
•  Extent of circularity of solutions defined by the MPG score (Environmental 

Performance Building)
•  Extent of use of plug and play and demand driven solutions for heating, 

ventilation and safety
•  Extent to which the solution solves further reduction of energy cost, circular 

building, re-use of materials and impact on residual value, re-use of products, 
CO2 reduction, biobased materials, disassembly, nature inclusiveness and 
flexibility

•  Industrialization and scaleability of the solution
•  Innovation of the technical solution in the comprehensive solution. 

Quality   
•  Quality and maintanance charactertistics of used materials
•  Cycle time reduction in realization: number of days between winning the 

contract and delivery of the finished house
•  Flexibility in e.g. materialization, color scheme, façade elements and design of 

the façade and shell
•  Method for incorporating the satisfaction score of tenants
•  Freedom of choice in e.g. tile work, kitchen and the finish
•  Completeness in execution and options. 
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 Process 
• Collaboration with partners in the value chain
• Service level for social housing corporations
• Process of realization, delivery and follow-up
• Innovation in collaboration and specific solutions
• Proof of all requirements. 

Who are our jury members?

Below you will find our members of the jury. The jury is supported by an 
advisory board with experts and specialists from different areas of expertise and 
specialists of the social housing corporations. 

Gerard Erents RA
Commissioner Domesta, 
Rijswijk Wonen and WSG

Rogier Donkervoort
Sustainable 

Building systems & 
industrialization

Erik Ronnes 
Regional Minister

Province Noord-Brabant

Jan van Vucht 
Managing Director

Area housing corporation

Harold Lardinois
Director Wonen Zuid
housing corporation

Thijs Asselbergs 
(Chairman)

Professor Architectural 
Engineering Delft 

University Of Technology 
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Planning and participation 

Do you have the solution? All proposals are welcome and will be critically 
reviewed!

Live from Tuesday 26th of January 2021

On Wednesday the 18th of February 2021 we will organize an inspiration session: 
“Ecosysteem in conceptueel bouwen” (in Dutch). There you have the opportunity 
to meet us and other intertestred parties. You have the opportunity to ask us any 
questions you might have. We are strict with the deadline for proposals, on May 
20th at 17:00h is the deadline for receipt on our ESTI platform.

The jury will review the proposals and announce the finalists. On July 7th is the 
moment everyone has been waiting for: the finals. A huge event with exposure 
and access to many other housing corporartions. The finalist will give a pitch.  
The jury will decide who will be the winners of So you think you can BUILD on 
that day. 

GO LIVE > On January 26th 2021 the challenge goes live

26
JAN INSPIRING MEETING > 18th February PM:  

Conceptual Building ecosystem inspiration session18
FEB DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS > 

SUBMISSIONS MUST ARRIVE BEFORE 17:00H  
ON 20TH MAY 202120

MAY
JULY 7
2021

FINAL > The final will be in july 2021 

TESTING STARTS > PILOTS START IN THE AUTUMN OF 2021  
and should end in mid 2023

AUTUMN
2021



Please keep an eye on the website: www.soyouthinkyoucanbuild.com for 
additional activities and announcements. 

Participation: ESTI challenge portal

If you send in your proposal via the ESTI platform, you are an official participant 
of the challenge. Your proposal should not contain any confidential information 
and will be treated as such. 

•  Please review all information from this brief and So you think you can BUILD 
challenge. 

•  Register yourself on the ESTI Challenge Portal. Fill out all information 
requested regarding your solution. Download and accept the terms and 
conditions for participation. 

•  Submit your proposal before May 20th 2021 at 17.00 hours via the ESTI web 
portal. 

Contact

On behalve of the organizing housing corporations, Aedes, NCB and ESTI:
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Ingrid Storms
Projectadvisor  

Wonen Zuid

Rogér Gorts
Project manager Area

Rick Wielens
Project support   

from ESTI

Any questions you may have can be directed to us. Please contact the ESTI team 
via challenge@esti.site. 



Appendix 1 
 House type 1 

REQUIREMENTS PRODUCT MARKET COMBINATION 2  
TERRACED HOUSE VARIANT BASIC 

Minimum dimensions of the living areas
• Entrance:  1.5 m x 1.5 m or 1.35 m x 1.85 m + space for wardrobe
• Seating area:  3.4 m x 3.00 m
• Dining area:  2.05 m x 2.55 m 
• Kitchen:  3.00 m x 1.80 m 
• Master bedroom:  3.80 m x 2.90 m or 2.80 m x 3.60 m
• Bedroom:  2: 3.00 m x 2.10 m
• Seperate toilet:  0.90 m x 1.20 m
• Bathroom:  shower 0.90 m x 0.90 m, wash- stand, preparation for toilet
• Area for washing machine / dryer (stacked) prefered indoor storage room: 0.90 m x 1.20 m
• (Outside)storage room: 5.00 m2.

Living quality elements 
• Seating area for 1 or 2 person household
• Kitchen
• Dining table for one or two person household
• Master bedroom
• Bedroom
• Bathroom
• Toilet
• Washing machine and dryer indoor storage room. 
 
Environment 
• Energy Energy and shell: BENG (EPBD 2018/844)*
• Overheating measures according BENG
•  Standard heating and hot water supply: in all-electric with option to connect to district heating 

network 
• Possibility to implement active cooling option with minimal impact on building and installations
• Only FSC certified wood.

Health and comfort  
•  Comfort: Standards ISSO 53 for winter minimum requirement at -10º C outside temperature living 

spaces 20º C en bathroom 22º C
• Toilet and traffic space 15º C 
• Installations are easy to use fort he tenant.
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Technical and esthetic quality
•  Building regulations 2021 (national regulatory framework)
• Estethic quality: options in façade and urban development requirements
• Flat floors, fit for flooring finish
• Wall surface prepared for wallpaper
• Flat or smooth ceiling surface
•  Electrical installations according national norm  NEN1010 and sheet 51 NPR 5310 – normal. 

Assembled and ready for use
• Option for placement of washing machine and dryer, connnections are in place
• Ventilation system assembled ready for use
• Heating system assembled and ready for use
• Space heating controlled per individual living space
• Water installations assembled and ready for use
• Toilets and bathroom waterproof assembly and ready for use
•  Home is equiped with standard kitchen cabinets, space for stove and refridgerator, minimum of 

3 wall cabinets and 3 base cabinets,  worktop, sink and preparations for connecting a dishwasher. 
Cabinets are  600mm wide, with 3 cabinets 1800 mm wide and about 920 mm above worktop

•  Utility connections costs are included (district heating, water, electricity, sewer connection and 
communication)

• Indoor or outdoor storage space. 
• Indication of maintenance cost and schedule during 50 year period
• Tile work with 10 year warranty
• 10 meter mortar screw piles
• Glazing according national regulation NEN 3569
• Landscaping is not part of the offering. 
• Legal warranty
• Monitoring to ensure quality of installations.  

Pilot poject assumptions
• 20 houses existing of 2 blocks of houses
•  Important to show the additional savings or costs related to different number of houses as part of 

the solution. 

Optional: wish not a requirement

Environment options:
•   Option: Net positive energy house with insight in budget consequences
• Option: Reused materials
• Option: Biobased materials
• Option: Nature inclusive design.   

Technical and esthetical quality options 
• Option: path to frontdoor, terras behind the house, path to outside storage



Appendix 2 
 House type 2: 

REQUIREMENTS PRODUCT MARKET COMBINATION 2 TERRACED  
HOUSE VARIANT ACCESSIBLE AND ADAPTABLE  

Minimum dimensions of the living areas
• Entrance:  1.5 m x 1.5 m or 1.35 m x 1.85 m + space for wardrobe
• Seating area:  3.4 m x 3.00 m
• Dining area:  2.50 m x 2.50 m
• Kitchen:  3.30 m x 1.80 m
• Master bedroom:  4.20 m x 3.00 m
• Bedroom  2: 3.00 m x 2.10 m
• Seperate toilet:  0.90 m x 1.20 m
• Bathroom:   shower 0.90 m x 0.90 m, wash- stand, preparation for toilet, preparation 

for wheel chair accessible toilet, wheel chair turning circle at the bathroom 
access

• Area for washing machine / dryer (stacked) prefered indoor storage room: 0.60 m x 1.80 m
• (Outside)storage room:  5,00 m2.

Living quality elements 
• Seating area for 1 or 2 person household
• Kitchen
• Dining table for one or two person household
• Master bedroom
• Bedroom
• Bathroom
• Toilet (may also be located inside the bathroom) 
• Washing machine and dryer indoor storage room
• Seating area, kitchen, dining area, master bedroom, bathroom all on same downstairs floorplan
•  Walls around bathroom and toilet sufficiently sturdy to enable retrofit installation of accessibility 

measures
• Bathroom prepared for wheelchair access
• Wheelchair accessible entry, no threshold at doorstep.

Environment 
• Energy Energy and shell: BENG (related to EPBD 2018/844)*
• Overheating measures according BENG
•  Standard heating and hot water supply: in all-electric with option to connect to district heating 

network
• Possibility to implement active cooling option with minimal impact on building and installations
• Only FSC certified wood.
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Health and comfort 
•  Comfort: Standards ISSO 53 for winter minimum requirement at -10º C outside temperature living 

spaces 20º C en bathroom 22º C
• Toilet and traffic space 15º C
• Installations are easy to use fort he tenant. 

Technical and esthetic quality   
•  Building regulations 2021 (national regulatory framework)
• Estethic quality: options in façade and urban development requirements
• Flat floors, fit for flooring finish
• Wall surface prepared for wallpaper
• Flat or smooth ceiling surface
•  Electrical installations according national norm  NEN1010 and sheet 51 NPR 5310 – normal. 

Assembled and ready for use
• Option for placement of washing machine and dryer, connnections are in place
• Ventilation system assembled ready for use
• Heating system assembled and ready for use
• Space heating controlled per individual living space
• Water installations assembled and ready for use
• Toilets and bathroom waterproof assembly and ready for use.
•  Home is equiped with standard kitchen cabinets, space for stove and refridgerator, minimum of 

3 wall cabinets and 3 base cabinets,  worktop, sink and preparations for connecting a dishwasher. 
Cabinets are  600 mm wide, with 3 cabinets 1800 mm wide and about 920 mm above worktop

•  Utility connections costs are included (district heating, water, electricity, sewer connection and 
communication)

• Indoor or outdoor storage space
• Indication of maintenance cost and schedule during 50 year period
• Tile work with 10 year warranty
• 10 meter mortar screw piles
• Glazing according national regulation NEN 3569
• Landscaping is not part of the offering. 
• Legal warranty
• Monitoring to ensure quality of installations.  
 
Pilot poject assumptions 
•  20 houses existing of 2 blocks of houses
•  Important to show the additional savings or costs related to different number of houses as part  

of the solution.

Optional: wish not a requirement

Environment options:
•   Option: Net positive energy house with insight in budget consequences
• Option: Reused materials
• Option: Biobased materials
• Option: Nature inclusive design. 

Technical and esthetical quality options 
•  Option: path to frontdoor, terras behind the house, path to outside storage
•  Option: when applying plasterboard for indoor walls using hydrofobed gypsum fiber board for 

walls around the kitchen and bathroom. 



Appendix 3
 House type 3: 

REQUIREMENTS PRODUCT MARKET COMBINATION 7 VARIANT BLOCK 
OF FLATS WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE AND ADAPTABLE

Minimum dimensions of the living areas
• Entrance:  1.5 m x 1.5 m or 1.35 m x 1.85 m + space for wardrobe
• Seating area:  3.4 m x 3.00 m
• Dining area:  2.50 m x 2.50 m
• Kitchen:  3.30 m x 1.80 m
• Master bedroom:  4.20 m x 3.00 m
• Bedroom 2:  3.00 m x 2.10 m
• Seperate toilet:  0.90 m x 1.20 m
•  Bathroom:   shower 0.90 m x 0.90 m, wash- stand, preparation for toilet, preparation 

for wheel chair accessible toilet, wheel chair turning circle at the bathroom 
access

• Area for washing machine / dryer (stacked) prefered indoor storage room: 0.60 m x 1.80 m
• (Outside)storage room: 5,00 m2.

Living quality elements 
• Seating area for 1 or 2 person household
• Kitchen
• Dining table for one or two person household
• Master bedroom
• Bedroom
• Bathroom
• Toilet (may also be located inside the bathroom) 
• Washing machine and dryer indoor storage room
• Seating area, kitchen, dining area, master bedroom, bathroom all on same downstairs floorplan
•  Walls around bathroom and toilet sufficiently sturdy to enable retrofit installation of accessibility 

measures
• Bathroom prepared for wheelchair access
• Wheelchair accessible entry, no threshold at doorstep.
 
Environment 
• Energy Energy and shell: BENG (related to EPBD 2018/844)*
• Overheating measures according BENG
•  Standard heating and hot water supply: in all-electric with option to connect to district heating 

network
• Possibility to implement active cooling option with minimal impact on building and installations
• Only FSC certified wood.
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Health and comfort  
•  Comfort: Standards ISSO 53 for winter minimum requirement at -10º C outside temperature living 

spaces 20º C en bathroom 22º C
• Toilet and traffic space 15º C
• Installations are easy to use fort he tenant.

Technical and esthetic quality 
•  Building regulations 2021 (national regulatory framework)
• Estethic quality: options in façade and urban development requirements
• Flat floors, fit for flooring finish
• Wall surface prepared for wallpaper
• Flat or smooth ceiling surface
•  Electrical installations according national norm  NEN1010 and sheet 51 NPR 5310 – normal. 

Assembled and ready for use
• Option for placement of washing machine and dryer, connnections are in place
• Ventilation system assembled ready for use
• Heating system assembled and ready for use
• Space heating controlled per individual living space
• Water installations assembled and ready for use
• Toilets and bathroom waterproof assembly and ready for use.
•  Home is equiped with standard kitchen cabinets, space for stove and refridgerator, minimum of 

3 wall cabinets and 3 base cabinets, worktop, sink and preparations for connecting a dishwasher. 
Cabinets are 600 mm wide, with 3 cabinets 1800 mm wide and about 920 mm above worktop

•   Utility connections costs are included (district heating, water, electricity, sewer connection and 
communication)

• Indoor or outdoor storage space
• Indication of maintenance cost and schedule during 50 year period
• Tile work with 10 year warranty
• 10 meter mortar screw piles
• Glazing according national regulation NEN 3569
• Landscaping is not part of the offering. 
• Legal warranty
• Monitoring to ensure quality of installations.    

Pilot poject assumptions
• 20 houses existing of 2 blocks of houses
•  Important to show the additional savings or costs related to different number of houses as part of 

the solution.

Optional: wish not a requirement

Environment options:
•   Option: Net positive energy house with insight in budget consequences
• Option: Reused materials
• Option: Biobased materials
• Option: Nature inclusive design. 
 
Technical and esthetical quality options 
•   Option: path to frontdoor, terras behind the house, path to outside storage
•  Option: when applying plasterboard for indoor walls using hydrofobed gypsum fiber board for 

walls around the kitchen and bathroom.
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PROCESS QUALITY FOR SO YOU THINK YOU CAN BUILD FOR ALL THREE 
TYPES OF HOUSES 

Process quality for So you think you can BUILD

Process support Opdrachtgever Conceptaanbieder

 Process-/project management x x

 Requirements program  x

 Urban development alignment  x Advice

 Cost for changes in planning permission x

 Cost related to additional investments (roads/ infrastructure) x

 Architect x

 Consultant quality assurance  x

 Constructor x

 Consultant building physics  x

 Ground and soil mechanics, research and advisory Research Advice

 Flora- and fauna Research Advice

 Consultant installations x

 Measurement of terrain  x

 Other building related cost x

 Sewer system connection cost Pay file request

 Water and electricity connection cost Pay file request

 Building permit cost Pay file request

 Precare (fees from local government) Pay file request

 CAR (construction all risk insurance) x

 Liability insurance x

 Fixed price related to increased price levels and salary cost x

 Fixed price includes other risks  x

 Riscs related to risico analysis x

 Art x

 Developer costs   Not relevant

 Mediate and coordinate  x

 General development costs x

 Promotional costs (project) x

 Sales risk  Not relevant

 Leasing and sales related costs  x

 Project brochure x

 Real estate agency costs  Not relevant

 Notary costs x

 Deed of division etc.  Not relevant

Appendix 4 


